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1. You must obtain 20 
continuing education 
credits every biennial 
period. The easiest way to 
accomplish this is to 
subscribe to X-Ray News 
on a yearly basis. X-Ray 
News will provide 10 CE 
credits each year if 
completed timely. 

2. These credits must be 
completed in the 2 
calendar years prior to 
your renewal date i.e. by 
the end of December the 
year before you renew. If 
you renew your license 
next year in 2023, then 

you will need to complete 
your 20 CE credits by 
December 31, 2022. 

3. Your renewal period is 
every 2 years with the 
renewal date being the last 
day of your birth month. If 
you were born in an odd 
year then your renewal 
year will always fall in an 
odd year and vice versa. 

4. Be sure to keep your 
address current with the 
state so you will receive 
your notice to renew. This 
is your responsibility. The 
state does not forward 
mail. You can update 

your address online at       
www.x-raynews.com 
under TN X-Ray License 
on the top menu. Under 
the heading TN State        
X-Ray Links click on the 
link License Renewal & 
Address Update. 
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• The human skeleton renews 
once in every three months. 

• Food will get in to the stomach 
even if one stands on their 
head. 

• It's impossible to sneeze with 
your eyes open. 

• Astronauts cannot burp in 
space. There is no gravity to 
separate liquid from gas in their 
stomachs. 

• Earwax production is necessary 
for good ear health. 

• Our nose is our personal air-
conditioning system: it warms 
cold air, cools hot air and filters 
impurities. 

• You have no sense of smell 
when you're sleeping. 

• An average person has over 
1,460 dreams a year which is 
about 4 dreams every night. 

 

Puzzle Challenge 

X-Ray Quiz 

Tough times 
never last but 

tough people do. 

 

Robert H. 
Schiuller 

The words used in this puzzle are taken from the article, DR-106: The Historical Influence of Women in Radiology.  
Words may read normally, from right to left, bottom to top, top to bottom, or on any diagonal. Solution is below. 

Puzzle Words 

blandina  
chelius 
curie  
davenport  
donovan 
fleischmann  

hart  
hunt 
ingraham  
johnston  
laborde  
ludwig 

poswik  
quimby  
rice  
roentgen  
rose 

2. What is the primary advantage 
of x-ray beam filtration? 
A. Increases the heat capacity 

of the x-ray tube 
B. Improves image quality 
C. Lowers patient dose 
D. Provides a more even den-

sity along the length of a 
part 

Amazing Facts 

1. The filament of an x-ray tube 
is made of: 
A. glass 
B. coil of copper wire. 
C. a coil of tungsten wire. 
D. a fluorescent tube. 

3. What is the first step to reduce patient motion? 
A. Use a technique with a low mA and a long 

exposure time. 
B. Use high kVp techniques. 
C. Use detailed IR systems. 
D. Communicate with the 

patient about the proce-
dure and what the patient 
needs to do to help. 1. C 

2. C 
3. D 
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 ANSWER SHEET INSTRUCTIONS  
IMPORTANT: Use ONLY a #2 pencil on the answer sheet. 
 

Write your name on the NAME line. Write in the name of the Direct Reading Article on the 
SUBJECT line. Write the DR# on the PERIOD line. 
 

In the box headed I.D. Field, print the numbers of your 
XRN ID and then also fill in the ovals directly beside 
the numbers (see example). Your XRN ID is on your 
confirmation and address label. DO NOT put your 
license number in the ID field and DO NOT fill in the 
rest of the field with zeros, leave it empty. 
 

Do not fax your Answer Sheet. 
 

Before mailing your Answer Sheet, make a copy for your files in case it gets 
lost in the mail. 
 

You need to score 75% or better to receive the approved credit. Your CE report is mailed out 
the day your answer sheet is received and graded. You are notified at that time if you did not 
receive a passing score. 

DO NOT send in your original documentation of credits when you renew your license.  
BUT be prepared to produce them if you receive an audit letter from the state’s Audit Unit. 

  
 

 

ONLINE ACCESS INSTRUCTIONS 
 

For all X-Ray News subscribers who have chosen ALL ONLINE or POST-TEST 
ONLINE subscriptions: 
 

• We automatically enroll you into X-Ray News Online, and then send you an email 
containing access instructions to your account on X-Ray News Online. 

• You are able to download the publication or read each issue online, and take the Post-
Test for each Direct Reading. NOTE: after successfully completing a Post-Test, the 
certificate of completion will be emailed to you.  

• If you already have an XRN Account with a prior subscription, each new issue will 
automatically open upon publication. 

 

If you have chosen a NO ONLINE subscription, then your Answer Sheet is 
mailed with the booklet. Please see the instructions below for using an Answer 
Sheet. 
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Teresa Quirante, R.T. (R) (M) (ARRT) 

The Historical Influence of Women 

 in Radiology 

Direct Reading 
DR-106 

Approved for 
 2.0 CE Credits 

In the past decade, in the United States and in the 
western world, women have made advances toward 
equality with men in various respective professions 
such as business, medicine, and even academics. 
However, it has been a difficult road for women to 
break through the stereotypes to achieve positions in 
areas that are deemed professional and important, 
especially in the field of radiology. Little is known 
today about the women who chose the field of 
radiology. What guided them to choose this field, or 
what made their professional lives unique? What is 
known is that despite the opportunities that were 
available in the first half of the century, women found 
it difficult to obtain a position in a hospital, to rise in 
the ranks, as did their male colleagues, or to receive 
equal compensation for their work. As a result, women 
often remained in the shadows regardless of their 
contributions to medicine and society. 

Generally, during this time period, women were 
traditionally devoted to home, children, and family. 
There was often a fear in the air that any interest 
beyond that tradition would endanger the possibility of 
a woman being able to conceive and bear children. 
Often, a painful choice had to be made and 
compromises reached in order for a woman to step 
outside of her home to pursue a career. It was not 
widely accepted in earlier times for a woman to seek 
higher educational training. Typically, the idea of 
women pursuing any interest outside the home was 
frowned upon by men. 

Women who entered into this new and exciting line of 
work probably entered into it for the sheer novelty of 
it. At the time, there were no established rules for who 
could use and produce x-rays, nor were there any 
regulations on the practice of radiology itself. While 
some women entered into this field as assistants, 
nurses, and even some physicians, others tragically 
lost their lives as a result of being test models for 
pioneer investigators in the field. Women physicians, 
who trained in the medical schools that were 
established back in the nineteenth century, were soon 
attracted to the field. Others found career opportunities 
in the field of radiology when their male counterparts 
were sent to war during World War I. One of the 
biggest problems with documenting the lives and 

histories of women is that there is not much literature 
written on these women, nor is there much 
documentation in the medical school archives. 
Following the history of women is drastically different 
from tracking the history of men. Here is a listing of 
some of these remarkable women, some famous others 
long forgotten. 

Women Pioneers in Radiology 

1. Anna Bertha Ludwig 

The discovery of x-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen 
is known by many, as one of the most profound 
discoveries in science and medicine today, as is the 
famous photograph of the hand of his wife, Anna 
Bertha Ludwig on December 22, 1895.  

This photo plate revealed the 
bones of her hand and a bulbous 
wedding  ring. In fact, this 
famous photograph has become 
a historical document of our 
time. We all associate Professor 
Roentgen as being the first 
human being to work with x-ray, 
but we don’t typically think 
about Anna Bertha as being the 
first woman to have been x-
rayed. I can’t even begin to guess 
what Anna Bertha thought when 
she viewed her own bones for the very first time! We 
can only imagine her feelings and reaction to this 
miraculous discovery from her husband.  

Little is known about Anna Bertha beyond her famous 
hand. She was a niece of the poet Otto Ludwig and 
was born in Zurich. She later met 
her soon to be husband Wilhelm 
Conrad in 1866 in a cafe run by her 
father. They later married in 1872 
in Apeldoorn, Netherlands. They 
had no children, but in 1887, they 
adopted a little girl by the name of 
Josephine Bertha Ludwig, daughter 
of Anna Bertha’s only brother. 
Anna Bertha died in 1919 at the age 
of 81, after suffering from years of 
renal colic. 

Fig. 1 Wilhelm C. 
Roentgen 

Fig. 2 Anna B. 
Roentgen 
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2.  Paula Chelius 

Soon after the discovery of x-rays, the Photographic 
School of the Lette Society in Berlin was established 
to start training women as radiographic assistants. 
Women were still refused acceptance into qualifying 
schools for radiology, so the Photographic School was 
built to allow the training of women to become 
assistants to these male physicians. In 1897, Paula 
Chelius, became the first female graduate and was 
later employed as a scientific assistant at the medical 
institution in Hamburg-Eppendorf. 

With the increasing acceptance of radiotherapy and 
radiodiagnostics, the need for appropriately trained 
assistants grew by leaps and bounds. Finally, there 
was a professional position that was created just for 
women: the  x-ray nurse or aid. The demand for well-
trained aids was increasing at a very fast pace, and the 
Lette-Society in Berlin decided to dedicate a new 
career path for women: x-ray medical technicians. 
Students had to learn how to handle the instruments 
that actually produced the radiographs along with 
knowing the techniques of photography. 
Unfortunately, the initial lack of radiological safety 
precautions gives evidence to the hazardous and grave 
work of radiographers during this pioneering time. 

3. Sister Blandina 

One such case that sticks out in my mind during my 
research was Sister Blandina. She was born under the 
name of Maria Ridder in Germany. At the age of 27, 
she worked as a radiographer in a newly established  
x-ray clinic. Sister Blandina did not know about the 
dangers of radiation, and she would proceed to hold, 
unprotected, all the nervous patients and children to 
get the best possible radiograph. It was hard to get 
good radiographs due to the long exposure times 
needed for penetration during that time period. Good 
radiographs were a priority, and Sister did whatever it 
took to get them. It was also documented that she 
“controlled the degree of hardness of the x-ray tube by 
placing her hand behind the screen.”  

After about six months of employment in radiology, 
she started noticing swelling of her hands, which she 
unsuccessfully treated with ointments. With the clear 
evidence of radiation induced cancer, her fingers were 
the first to be amputated, followed by her whole hand 
and later her entire arm. By 1915, Sister started 
complaining about having severe difficulty breathing. 
An x-ray of her chest demonstrated what was noted as 
“an extensive shadow on the left side of her thorax 
near the breast.” During this same time period, a large 
wound spread on her chest and migrated to her back. 
For many months, Sister Blandina lived during the day 
and slept at night in an upright sitting position until 
her death in October of 1916. This is just one of the 

many examples of how women suffered due to the 
lack of education on the dangers of radiation. 

4. Elizabeth Fleischmann 

By the mid 1920’s several women had established 
themselves in the radiology settings of a hospital, 
clinic, or professional organization, 
yet accurate statistics on women in 
these positions are still 
underestimated. It is often difficult 
to arrive at any conclusions based 
on their hardships in relationship to 
the scarce literature written about 
these remarkable women in this time 
frame. Elizabeth Fleischmann was 
one of the earliest radiographers in 
the United States. She became 
interested in x-rays in 1896 through 
the influence of her brother-in-law, a 
physician who lived in San Francisco at the time. 
Elizabeth and her brother-in-law radiographed each 
other, experimenting often with these new rays.  

She bought her own x-ray equipment in 1897 and 
opened her own x-ray laboratory, where she became 
well known for radiographing Spanish-American War 
veterans. “Your kind consideration of the 12th Institute 
is duly noted, and I stand 
ready to make roentgen-ray 
examinations of injured 
soldiers as they arrive under 
your care,” she wrote in 1898, 
ready and willing to assist the 
army with the treatment of 
casualties arriving from the 
Philippines.  

Elizabeth became known as one of the army’s most 
trusted x-ray specialists, and the 
Surgeon General commended her 
for her work. Two of her 
radiographs were published in a 
book titled, The Use of the 
Roentgen Ray by the Medical 
Department of the United States 
Army in the War with Spain.  

Elizabeth later became one of 42 
charter members of the Roentgen 
Society of the United States. In 1903, 
Elizabeth discovered some painful 
burns that were contributed as being 
a result of her x-ray experimentation with her brother-
in-law in their pioneering days, and in 1904, she 
noticed on her forefinger a rapidly growing wart. This 
was very alarming to Elizabeth for she had never seen 
anything like this before. She later developed a severe 
case of  x-ray dermatitis on her hands, and in 

Fig. 3 Elizabeth 
Fleischmann 

Fig. 4 X-raying soldiers 

Fig. 5 Chest 
radiograph of 
wounded soldier 
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December of 1904, she was unable to continue on 
with her work. Elizabeth rejected any suggestion that 
she needed to amputate her arm or receive any 
treatment for the swelling glands under her arm. It 
wasn’t until almost a year later that she decided to 
proceed with the amputation of her shoulder and arm 
and to close her office. The initial surgery showed 
good progress in healing, but unfortunately the 
surgery did not stop the spread of the disease, and on 
August 3, 1905, she died from thorax and pleural 
metastasis.  

Even though her radiographs were published as 
exemplary in the United States, she died unremarked 
in the professional literature, and today, few that 
practice radiology even recognize her name. Being 
trained as a photographer with no medical degree, her 
work was respected by the physicians with whom she 
worked and by those with whom she had 
correspondence. Elizabeth Fleischmann is not the only 
woman in the pioneering ranks of radiology that has 
gone unknown. As the news of Mr. Roentgen’s 
discovery spread rapidly across the United States 
throughout medical facilities, brave women served as 
radiographers, assistants, and often-experimental 
volunteers. There was great pride in the women who 
entered into the field of radiology with a promise to 
make a difference. Most of these women had little 
medical training, which unfortunately lead to the same 
fate as that of Elizabeth Fleischmann. 

5. Marie Sklodowska Curie 

Women have been working in radiology practically 
from day one. Many children in school today 
remember Madame Curie for her discovery of radium 
with her husband Pierre back in 1898.  

Marie Sklodowska Curie was 
born in Warsaw, Poland. At the 
age of 24, she studied 
experimental physics and 
mathematics in Paris, France. It 
was here, that she married 
physicist Pierre Curie and began 
research on her doctoral thesis. 
From the very beginning of her 
study of uranium rays with her 
teacher Henri Becquerel, she 
devoted her time and energy to 
the exploration of these new rays.  

Her husband was so excited 
about Marie’s initial findings, that he gave up his own 
work to join her. Marie’s marriage to Pierre gave her 
access to many scientific resources that were generally 
forbidden to women, which greatly excelled her 
research. Together they coined the name radioactivity. 
In 1898, the Curie’s discovered radium, and went on 

to later receive the 
Nobel Prize in 1903 
for this great 
discovery. In 1906, 
after her husband’s 
accidental death, 
Marie went on to 
become the first 
woman professor and 
receive a second 
Nobel Prize in 1911 in 
chemistry, giving her 
the honor of being the first person ever to receive two 
Nobel Prizes.  

Not only was Marie an accomplished scientist, but she 
was also an inspiring mother of two. Her daughters 
Irene and Eve also marked history as well. Irene 
became a scientist who graduated with a dissertation 
on Alpha radiation of polonium. She married Frederic 
Joliot, and together they discovered artificial 
radioactivity. She was later awarded a Nobel Prize in 
chemistry in 1935. Irene continued her studies, 
entering into nursing and was able to manage an         
x-ray facility of her own.  

Her sister Eve became a well-known writer who 
authored a book, Madame Curie in 1937, which 
detailed the life of her extraordinary mother and 
scientist. Marie Curie’s discovery of radium and her 
extensive research in the effects of radioactivity had a 
great consequence on the community. Facilities 
immediately applied her theories of treatment for 
patients with cancer and other diseases.  

Her services were also needed during the First World 
War. Marie found that there was a lack of radiology 
services for the military hospitals. She established 
freestanding x-ray stations and donated to the army 
over 20 x-ray equipped cars that were called petite 
curies. Marie drove her own radiological car to the 
war front, where she and her daughter Irene, who 
worked for the Red Cross, 
trained the soldiers how to 
assist in radiographing the 
wounded. They also took 
radiography a step further 
by educating the military 
surgeons on radiographic 
methods of localizing 
bullets. Over a two-year 
period, Marie and her 
daughter Irene trained over 150 x-ray technicians at 
the Radium Institute.  

Even today, more than a half a century later, Marie 
Curie still remains one of the most well-known names 
associated with women scientists. Unfortunately 

Fig. 6 Marie S. Curie 

Fig. 7 Pierre and Marie Curie in the lab 

Fig. 8 Radiological car called 
petite curies 
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Marie’s health suffered from the enormous amount of 
exposure to radiation. Although she was very careful 
in her handling of radioactive substances, the 
radioactive damage to her skin and organs led to her 
death in 1934. Her daughter Irene Curie died of 
leukemia at the age of 58. It was speculated that the 
steady handling of radioactive elements during her 
work at the Radium Institute caused her leukemia. 

6. Simone Laborde 

Simone Laborde on the other hand is lesser known 
than Madame Curie. She worked with Marie’s 
husband, Pierre Curie as an associate and a young 
physicist. Simone became engaged in research in the 
fields of radiobiology and the treatment of cancer. She 
worked with Marie using radium treatments on war 
injuries of many soldiers. After the war, Simone 
founded the Cancer Treatment and Research Center in 
Villejuif with professor Roussy. Her main scientific 
interest concentrated upon the response of malignant 
tumors to radiosensitivity. She served as secretary-
general of the French Cancer Association between 
1960 and 1974, and was given the honor of being 
Knight of the Leopold Order. Simone was also a 
strong feminist and advocate for equal rights for 
women, and had fought hard for the right of women to 
vote. Simone passed away in 1976. 

7. May Cushman Rice 

May Cushman Rice is another lady who loved 
teaching and wanted to do nothing more than teach 
radiographic techniques and therapy to those in the 
United States. She was trained as a physician and also 
as an electrotherapist, and in 1898 she became the first 
woman to have the ability to 
spread her knowledge in often-
unorthodox ways to the willing 
learners at the Illinois School of 
Electrotherapeutics. She was a 
much respected woman and was 
quoted as saying “The x-ray is a 
dependable line of work that is 
easily mastered by a man or a 
woman with the desire to 
combine the latest inventions 
with the healing arts.” 

8. Florence Ada Stoney 

Another woman who shaped the field of radiology 
was Florence Ada Stoney, an Irish radiologist and the 
first female radiologist in the United Kingdom. She 
attended the Royal College of Science and, since 
women in Ireland were unable to study medicine, 
moved to London to study at the London School of 
Medicine for Women. She obtained her MBBS with 
honors in 1895 and a Doctor of Medicine in 1898. 
Florence desperately wanted to teach other women, 

but knowing that her chances were 
slim that she would ever get a chair 
at the school, she turned her passion 
and efforts to the field of radiology 
in 1902. She started the x-ray 
department at the Royal Free 
Hospital in London, which became 
the first general hospital in England 
to permit the clinical instruction of 
women physicians. This was a 
major achievement in history. She 
published many papers in both 
radiology diagnosis and in radiotherapy.  

When World War I broke out in August 1914, Stoney 
and her sister Edith, a medical physicist, volunteered 
to assist the British Red Cross, but 
both were refused by surgeon 
Frederick Treves since they were 
women. Despite the refusal, Stoney 
prepared an x-ray installation and 
helped to organize a unit of women 
volunteers with the Belgian Red 
Cross in Antwerp, where she 
managed the surgical unit in a 
makeshift hospital located in an 
abandoned music hall. Her work was 
recognized as exemplary and 
professional when Florence and her 
group received the Star for Bravery in 
1914.  

The following year, she was appointed a great honor 
as being head of the x-ray department at a 1000 bed 
military hospital. She was the first woman physician to 
be accepted for full time work under the War Office, 
and she was also the first woman in the history of the 
British militant to have been appointed as director of a 
radiological department in a military hospital. Her     
x-rays were vital in helping the military determine the 
condition of the part that was wounded and the 
position of any fragments.  

An obituary published in the British Medical Journal 
characterized Stoney as "quietly humorous, with a gift 
for steady perseverance that overcame the handicap of 
health which was never robust." Another wrote, "She 
worked for the love of her profession and of her 
patients, and asked no honor and no thanks. She was a 
pioneer in radiology, and a great woman doctor."  

9. Gisela von Poswik 

Gisela von Poswik from Germany, who, in 1897 at age 
16, arrived in the United States. Literature says “she 
had two dollars in her pocket and the burning desire to 
become a physician.” She received her medical degree 
in 1911 from the Women’s Medical College of 
Pennsylvania, and opened up her private radiology 

Fig. 9 May C. Rice 

Fig. 10 Florence 
Ada Stoney 

Fig. 11  Florence 
Stoney (middle), 
with her sister 
Edith and father 
Johnstone  
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office in Scranton where she 
practiced both diagnostic radiology 
and radiotherapy.  

She was among the first group of 
women physicians in the United 
States to own their own x-ray 
equipment. Her practice flourished 
in spite of the fact that she was a 
woman. Literary writings state “her 
ownership of a private practice put 
her, to some extent, outside the reach 
of the group that she consistently referred to as the 
boys in the hospital.”  

Gisela was a very talented and 
smart woman who prepared 
many scientific exhibits for 
radiology meetings 
nationwide. She published 
several radiology articles and 
in 1916, the American 
Roentgen Ray Society 
accepted her into membership. 
In 1917, she was given the 
honor of presenting a paper at their annual meeting. In 
1934, she was one of the first four women to become 
certified by the American Board of Radiology. 

10.  Zoe Allison Johnston 

Zoe Allison Johnston graduated from the Women's 
Medical College of Pennsylvania in 1911, where she 
practiced radiology with her father 
for many years. She entered into a 
partnership with a pioneer 
radiologist, Russell Boggs, then 
retired in 1949.  

What makes Zoe Allison a woman of 
stature is the fact that she was very 
active in various medical societies. 
She was president of the Roentgen 
Society, the Pennsylvania 
Radiological Society, the American 
Medical Women's Association, and the Allegheny 
County Medical Society, and in 1935 was also elected 
to be the first woman president of 
the American Radium Society, a 
very prestigious honor. 

11. Anabelle Davenport  

Anabelle Davenport was the first 
female radiologist at the University 
of California but was never 
awarded a professorship. As we 
stated earlier, women were frowned 
upon for seeking higher education 
and status. It didn’t matter that 

Anabelle was an educated woman who taught subjects 
on radiodiagnostics and radiotherapy, she was a 
woman. Anabelle’s accomplishments in education still 
remained unaccepted due to this overwhelming gender 
bias. 

12.  Cassie Belle Rose 

Cassie Belle Rose was also among 
the first group of women to be 
board-certified in radiology. She 
attended Rush Medical College, 
where she received her medical 
degree in 1914. In 1922, she was 
given the opportunity to head the x-
ray department at the Presbyterian 
Hospital for fifteen years. She had 
two technologists working under 
her. Cassie would fluoroscope with 
one assistant, while the other 
provided treatment for patients. Dr. Rose was also 
active in making presentations and attending national 
and international meetings. She published 13 scientific 
papers before retiring. 

13. Alberta Lucille Hart 

Alberta Lucille Hart was another prominent figure in 
the field of radiology, she also was 
afraid she would not be able to get 
professional acknowledgement for her 
studies. She graduated as the only 
woman in her class and with the 
highest honors from the University of 
Oregon Medical School in 1917.  

In order to get social and professional 
acknowledgement that she deserved, 
she changed her sex and identity and 
called herself Alan Hart. To emphasize 
her tendencies for masculinity, she underwent a 
hysterectomy and re-constructive surgery to look more 
masculine. To continue professing 
her masculine identity, Alan married 
a woman in 1918, and married 
another in 1925. Both women were 
aware that they were marrying 
someone who was naturally born a 
woman. With this masculine identity, 
she successfully worked in the field 
of radiology, radiotherapy, published 
four books of fiction, and one book 
on radiotherapy. This new identity 
allowed her a social and professional 
freedom that was denied to most women at the time. 
She died in 1962. 

14. Mary Monica Donovan 

There are many other fascinating stories to discuss, 

Fig. 18 Alan Hart 

Fig. 17 Alberta L. 
Hart 

Fig. 12 Gisela von 
Poswik 

Fig. 13 Gisela von Poswik in 
her x-ray laboratory 
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Fig. 15 Anabelle 
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Fig. 16 Cassie B. 
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such as the life of Mary 
Monica Donovan. Mary 
received her medical 
degree from Stanford in 
1917 where she 
continued to be an 
instructor for the 
department of radiology 
at Stanford Medical 
School for four years. 
While there, she co-
authored several scientific 
papers in diagnostic radiology. Monica went on to 
become the Radiology Director at St. Mary’s Hospital 
in San Francisco. She also managed a private office 
not far from the hospital. Monica was known for her 
support of women with cervical cancer. She 
performed many cervical radium insertions, which 
over time caused her to lose the fingers on one of her 
hands. Many of her nurse students commented that 
Mary always instructed them to use forceps when 
doing cervical insertions, and never to touch the 
radium or they would end up with stubs like her. 
Unfortunately, after her death, the handling of radium 
was met with less than enthusiastic providers. As a 
result there was a major decline in the number of 
radium insertions performed in private clinics and in 
the hospital itself. 

15. Leda Stacy   

In the same era was another woman by the name of 
Leda Stacy. She graduated from Rush Medical 
College and went on to the Mayo Clinic to study 
anesthesiology. In 1915, she was put in charge of a 
new radium clinic where she too advanced the field of 
treatment of cervical cancer with her radium 
innovations. Leda published many scientific 
publications that dealt with the treatment of 
gynecological carcinomas. After the war in 1919, 
when the male doctors returned, she was reassigned to 
internal medicine. 

16. Barbara Hunt and Elsie Fox 

Barbara Hunt was another fascinating woman during 
the World War I era. She made her reputation setting 
up field hospitals in France where 
she treated many cases of cancer. It 
was her enthusiasm and spunk that 
sparked an ongoing interest in 
radiotherapy. 

Elsie Fox was able to receive a post 
as a radiologist at the City Hospital 
on Welfare Island in New York. Yet 
at the end of the war, she too was 
forced to look for other employment.  

17. Edith Hinkley Quimby  

Edith Hinkley Quimby had a huge impact on our field. 
She attributed her early interest in 
natural phenomena to an 
outstanding science teacher in her 
earlier schooling. She received her 
Master of Science degree in 
physics, and in 1918 accompanied 
her husband to New York. Edith 
needed to help supplement their 
family’s income and had the 
opportunity to work with Dr. Failla, 
who was starting a radiation 
research laboratory at Memorial 
Hospital. What started out to be a 
way of collecting a little extra money ended up being a 
working relationship that continued for 55 years.  

Although Edith never obtained her doctorate, her 
distinguished career earned her many honorary 
degrees. She published the Quimby Data Tables, 
which turned radium therapy from an art form into a 
true science. Her work with radioisotopes laid the 
groundwork for the emerging field of nuclear medicine 
in 1943. Edith was well known for her classy teaching 
skills, and for her book entitled, The Physical 
Foundations of Radiology. She received many honors 
during her career, and in 1954 became the president of 
the American Radium Society. This was a huge honor 
for her, for she was the first non-physician and the 
second woman to ever hold such a prestigious 
position. 

18. Ruth Ingraham 

Ruth Ingraham served as radiologist 
at the first AWHS hospital. She 
returned to Brooklyn Hospital in 
1919 where she practiced for over 
twenty years. It was speculated in 
several literary sources that Ruth 
was perhaps one of the first official 
women to head a radiology 
department in the United States. As 
we stated earlier, it was very 
difficult for women to get into an 
official position in radiology. Many 
women practiced in the department or had departments 
that they opened up themselves, but were never given 
official titles or the recognition for their skills and 
education. 

19. Melson Barfield-Carter 

Many medical schools and graduate departments 
compiled records that consisted of a last name and first 
initial. This methodology leads us to only guess about 
someone’s gender, as seen in this interesting story. 
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Around 1921, Melson Barfield-
Carter became the first woman 
radiology resident of Massachusetts 
General Hospital. Her application 
was under the name of M. Barfield, 
and she was accepted for residency. 
The college staff was horrified to 
find out that the initial M and the 
first name Melson was that of a 
female. They were totally shocked 
and frustrated when this woman 
arrived on their doorsteps, and the practice of 
mandatory personal interviews was immediately put 
into place soon after. Melson returned to her home in 
Alabama after completing a year at Massachusetts 
General and a year at Cornell University. She later 
became the first woman medical professor at the 
University of Alabama, and only the third woman 
physician to ever be inducted into the Army as a 
major. Just think that the first woman radiology 
resident at Massachusetts General was there only by 
the circumstances of her initial M.  

20. Anna Hamann  

Anna Hamann was another interesting lady. She was 
born in Hamburg Germany. She had the opportunity to 
study medicine but unfortunately failed her 
preliminary examination under Professor Roentgen. 
Two months later, she did pass her exam and in 1924, 
went on to graduate cum laude and present a doctoral 
thesis on the biological basics of radium therapy.  

In 1929, she took a position in charge of the radium 
therapy department at the prestigious Saint George 
Hospital in Hamburg. She had the opportunity to visit 
the United States in 1938 
and was offered a position 
as the head of radiotherapy 
at the Evanston Hospital in 
Chicago. Her position and 
profession swelled as she 
began to lecture as an 
assistant professor at the 
Northwestern University in 
Chicago.  

What is interesting about this story is the fact that she 
was viewed with much suspicion while she was here 
in the states. Her handling of radium had damaged her 
fingertips, resulting in no fingerprints, and being of 
German descent, left her as only a woman of word as 
to who she really was and why she was here. Although 
the secrecy that surrounded her identity probably held 
her back from other accomplishments, Anna was still 
considered one of the best radiotherapists of all time. 
She died of radiation-induced pulmonary and brain 
metastases in 1969. 

21. Carye-Belle Henle 

Carye-Belle Henle was successful enough to break the 
barrier. Carye received her 
medical degree in 1925 from 
Columbia University and did 
her internship at Bellevue 
Hospital, and training at Mt. 
Sinai Hospital. She was the first 
woman radiologist in the state 
of New Jersey and remained the 
only woman radiologist in the 
state until 1956. 

22. Suzanne Simon 

One of the most passionate women that I found was 
Suzanne Simon. In 1928, Suzanne was nominated as 
the assistant to Professor Murdock at the Cancer 
Research Center at the Free University in Brussels. 
She completed her training in radium therapy in 
France, Germany, and in the United States. It was told 
that Suzanne had a special interest in the research of 
mutations, specifically radiation-induced mutations to 
fetuses. It was early in her career, that she realized the 
need and the importance for continuous monitoring for 
cancer patients. She noted that these patients needed to 
have follow-up over a period of months and years, not 
just a few days or weeks. During her career, she 
organized a nationwide advisory network for 
cancerous disease, and in 1980 the University of 
Brussels recognized her passion and her efforts and 
gave her the prestigious award in her honor. 

23. Maria Werkenthin   

Maria Werkenthin was born in Kordolovka Poland, the 
daughter of a sugar plantation owner. She finished her 
studies in medicine at the age of 24. She soon learned 
that she had developed a special interest in radiology. 
In 1929, she was asked to manage a radiology 
department in Warsaw where her attention focused on 
the radiological diagnosis of lung diseases. In spite of 
the catastrophic situations in Germany, she continued 
on with her work. She held courses for students in the 
field of radiology, while at the same time supported 
the Jewish families who were in great need of her 
support. In 1943, she was arrested for helping out 
these Jewish families and for also showing symbolic 
sympathy for two of her friends in the Resistance. 
While working in the concentration camp at the clinic, 
she contracted typhoid fever, but she was shot to death 
by a guard on February 2, 1944. 

24. Anna Goldfeder 

Anna Goldfeder was also a legendary pioneer. As a 
radiobiologist, she was known for her methods of 
culturing human breast cancer cells. Anna was born in 
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Poland in 1898 and ventured to 
the United States in 1931. She 
became director of the Cancer and 
Radiological Research Center at 
the New York City Hospital. She 
had the opportunity to perform 
research at Harvard, Columbia, 
and New York Universities where 
she was successful in breeding a 
strain of mice with no naturally 
recurring tumors. She also 
researched the effectiveness of different radiation 
doses and taught the necessity for providing shielding 
to patients, technologists, as well as the physicians 
while providing radiation treatments. Her passion kept 
her in biological research even after the hospital in 
which she worked closed down. She died in 1993. 

25. Alice Ettinger 

Radiologist and educator Dr. Alice Ettinger came to 
the U.S. in 1932, to demonstrate Dr. Hans Heinrich 
Berg's spot-film device and 
change the field of 
gastrointestinal radiology in 
America. She taught at Tufts 
University School of Medicine 
for 53 years, serving as the first 
chair of the department of 
radiology. In recognition of her 
extraordinary accomplishments, 
the Radiological Society of 
North America awarded her a 
gold medal in 1982, as did the 
American College of Radiology 
in 1984. 

26. Rieva Rosh 

Rieva Rosh experimented with the treatment of 
cancers using applications of radiation. Rieva was 
born in 1897 and worked as an associate radiation 
therapist and as an assistant in surgery. She published 
many publications and articles related to primary 
malignant bone tumors in the American Journal of 
Roentgenology back in 1946. She perhaps was one of 
the most widely known and consulted authorities in 
the field. 

27. Martha Wichelhaus  

There are several women whose names have been put 
on a memorial stone outside of the St. George 
Hospital in Hamburg, Germany for their brave work in 
radiology. You will notice that many of these women 
lost their lives as a result of exposure to heavy 
radiation at an early age. Martha Wichelhaus died at 
the age of 25 in 1935. She died as a result of handling 
radioactive elements. If you read up on each of these 

women, you will find 
that many of them 
died as a result of 
cancer that 
metastasized from the 
fingers to the hand, to 
the arm and later on 
to the chest and 
organs. Many of them 
experienced heavy 
amounts of radiation 
that damaged their 
blood resulting in 
leukemia and aplastic 
anemia. A great many 
strides have been 
made in the 
improvement of 
safety in radiology by 
women in our field 
today. 

28. Lucy Frank Squire 

Dr. Lucy Frank Squire was a noted radiologist, who 
became known as a medical educator and mentor to 
generations of students at the State University of New 
York (SUNY) Health Science Center. She was so 
successful in her courses that her format and content 
were adopted by other medical schools. Her landmark 
book, Fundamentals of Radiology has been a standard 
in the field for nearly forty years. In her later years she 
was the lead author of several other 
influential works: Exercises in 
Diagnostic Radiology and Living 
Anatomy. During her lifetime Dr. 
Squire received awards from the 
Radiological Society of North 
America, the Association of 
University Radiologists, and the 
Regional Conference on Women in 
Medicine. In 1987, she won the first 
Marie Curie Award from the 
American Association of Women 
Radiologists. 

29. Liane Russel 

Another woman who explored the effects of radiation 
damage was Liane Russel. She worked at Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee as a radiation geneticist from 1947 to 2002. 
Much of her concentrated efforts were with the 
radiation effects on mammals. Even today, her 
research is often used as the basis for estimation of 
genetic radiation effects on human beings. Liane has 
received numerous honors for her scientific 
exhibitions. 

Table 1 

Memorial Stone Names 

Sister Blandina 1871-1916 

Margarethe Boulie 1897-1934 

Duchess de Brancas 1898-1936 

Ellen Clark ? - 1921 

Irene Curie 1897-1956 

Marie Curie 1867-1934 

Elizabeth Fleischmann 1859-1905 

Sister Glossinde 1873-1927 

Marie Mikyskova 1896-1942 

I. Nadai 1902-1948 

Agnes Nielson 1876-1935 

Helga Schumacher 1885-1930 

Fumiyo Shimadzu 1902-1967 

Hilde Smereker 1893-1954 

Fulgencie Sumsalova 1882-1936 

Blanche Wiedmann ? - 1906 

Martha Wichelhaus 1910-1935 

Zora Zee 1895-1947 

Fig. 26 Anna 
Goldfeder 

Fig. 27 Alice Ettinger 

Fig. 28 Lucy Squire 
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30. Eleanor Montague 

In 1972, Eleanor was a pioneer in the treatment of 
breast cancer using radiation therapy as an alternative 
to surgery.  She cared for thousands of Texas women 
with breast cancer, and she helped 
thousands more across the world 
through her contributions to 
clinical research. She served on 
the Board of Directors of the 
American Cancer Society of 
Therapeutic Radiologists and on 
the Executive Committee of the 
American Radium Society. She 
was awarded many scientific 
honors and was admitted to the 
Texas Women’s Hall of Fame in 
1993. 

31. Helen Redman 

Helen Redman was the first woman president of the 
Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) from 
1994 to 1995, founding member of the American 
Association for Women Radiologists (AAWR), and 
vice-chairman of the radiology department at the 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in 
Dallas. Long recognized as a pioneer in the field of 
vascular and interventional radiology, an 
acknowledged leader, role model, and mentor to 
women in radiology, she was the first female resident 
at Stanford, and the first female president of the Texas 
Radiological Society. A member of over 20 
professional societies and organizations, she was also 
named the Charles Dotter Lecturer, the Cook 
Invitational Lecturer, and the Rogoff Lecturer. In 
1997, Diagnostic Imaging magazine named her one of 
the 20 most influential people in the field of radiology, 
and in 1999, the AAWR honored her with the Marie 
Curie Award. 

32.  Mary Stuart Fisher 

Mary Stuart Fisher was first in her class at Columbia 
University and the first woman to be named president 
of the Philadelphia Roentgen Ray Society. She spent 
more than 50 years as a radiology instructor, 
consultant, publisher, and physician. She was 
described by her students and colleagues as 
exceedingly sharp and highly intuitive and had the 
ability to see things within the images that others 
could not. She received awards for teaching from 
Temple University, including the Golden Apple 
award, which was selected by medical students in 
1990. She received the Honored Radiologist award 
from the Pennsylvania Radiological Society in 1985 
and the Outstanding Educator award from the 
Philadelphia Roentgen Ray Society in 1992. The same 

year, the American Association for Women 
Radiologists (AAWR) gave her its highest recognition, 
the Marie Curie award. The Philadelphia Roentgen Ray 
Society renamed its annual Outstanding Educator award 
for her in 2006. 

Organizations for Women in Radiology 

1. The American Women’s Hospital Service 

During WWI, the Medical Women’s National 
Association, now known as the American Medical 
Women’s Association (AMWA), established the 
American Women’s Hospital Service (AWHS) to help 
with the situational law regarding the acceptance of 
women physicians as commissioned officers. During 
this time frame, in the United States as well as Britain, 
women were allowed to only serve as contract 
physicians and not as a commissioned officer. In 1917, 
the AWHS organized to provide women an organized 
means for them to serve. As a 
result, thirty-one women had 
registered with either the Council 
of National Defense or with the 
American Women’s Hospital 
performing x-rays. Today, 
AWHS in partnership with 
AMWA provides funding in 
support of programs that provide 
care, advancement, and 
empowerment of women and 
children in underserved areas. 

2. American Association for Women Radiologists 

The radiology field now has job advertisements 
encouraging women to apply when at one time they 
screeched NO WOMEN. Women practicing radiology 
today are fortunate to have an organization called the 
American Association for Women Radiologists 
(AAWR). This national group has changed the lives of 
many women over the past half century. This group was 
formed in 1981 to help promote the achievements of 
women in the field of radiology, radiation oncology, 
and related professions. The AAWR is currently based 
in Reston, Virginia with an active membership of over 
1100. Their vision is to assist women in this field by 
achieving personal and professional fulfillment with 
equal recognition and opportunities. This organization 
is also passionate about ensuring that issues unique to 
women are acknowledged and addressed by all the 
members of the profession. Awards and recognitions 
are offered for women who have continued to make 
outstanding contributions to the field of radiology. 
Awards such as the Marie Curie, Alice Ettinger, Lucy 
Frank Squire and Eleanor Montague awards are given 
annually to women who have excelled in their 
prospective fields. The American Association for 
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Women Radiologists has made a huge impact over the 
years. Women radiologists are now recognized on local 
and national levels for their achievements. 

3. Society for the Advancement of Women’s 
Imaging 

Another organization for women is the Society for the 
Advancement of Women’s Imaging (SAWI). It was 
founded in 1993 as a forum to develop and promote a 
subspecialty within diagnostic radiology that is devoted 
to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and 
conditions unique to women. It also seeks to identify 
guidelines to support training and sponsor educational 
and scientific meetings that focus on women's imaging. 
This is not a society of women for women, but a society 
that stands for patient care according to the president of 
the SAWI. One of the main goals of this group is to 
bring together imaging specialists from multiple areas 
like sonography and mammography into a single entity 
that can better serve those involved in providing care to 
women. 

Women in Radiology Today 

The number of women interested in radiology is rising 
even at a slow rate today. The “Women in U.S. 
Academic Medicine 2011-2012” statistics show that 
47% of the new entrants to medical school are women, 
but only 2.7% of these women are going into diagnostic 
radiology. Most women who graduate from medical 
school are entering into obstetrics and gynecology. The 
American Medical Association (AMA) predicts that 
these numbers will increase as subspecialties start to 
flourish. It is believed that the ratio of men to women in 
subspecialty areas will drop from a 3:1 ratio to a 2:1 
ratio. 

Leading women radiologists attribute the steady 
increase of women into the field of radiology on factors 
that include the increase in numbers of role models and 
the attraction of networking opportunities that now 
exist. We can also see it now appears to be a more level 
playing field when it comes to the application and 
selection process of residents in radiology. We are 
fortunate to have some of the best women medical 
students today attracted to this specialty.  

The AAWR is very much involved in helping women 
radiologists develop both the professional and the 
personal aspects of their lives to succeed to the fullest 
in both realms. This raises the hope that even more 
achievements by women will be forthcoming in the 
years to come. Hopefully, we will arrive at a day when 
we can correct the many inequalities due to prejudice, 
and can continue to provide women with the 
enthusiasm for continuing advancements in radiology. 
There is a bright future still ahead for all women and 
men alike. The absence of women in the top 

administrative positions, while regrettable, is not 
unique to academic radiology. The boys’ club 
prevalence is still common with most aspects of 
professional growth for women. For the first time in 
history, the total number of women radiologists 
working in academic institutions who are full 
professors has passed the 20% mark, which is 
unfortunate due to the number of women in the 
profession. Even today, women faculty comprises only 
37% of the total number when compared to their male 
counterparts. We can even take that a step further and 
state the statistics for division chiefs and department 
chairs. According to the 2012 academic medicine 
statistics, only 14% of the women had department 
chairs and only 22% of division chiefs were women. 

These statistics are intended for medical schools to 
make wide use of this data, by educating others about 
the small representation of women within these 
institutions in hopes of increasing these percentages in 
the future. Norma Wagoner, the former Dean of 
Students at the University of Chicago Pritzker School 
of Medicine, who’s considered a woman pioneer in 
medicine, says that women have made great strides in 
the profession. “The goals that those of us as pioneers 
envisioned have more than been met,” she says.  

Wagoner sees women continuing to make gains in the 
medical profession. “My hope for all of those who 
mentor, teach and influence today’s young women 
(medical) students, is to not become complacent with 
the accomplishments so far, but to fully consider the 
challenges of bringing new leadership to the fore and 
preparing them for the work ahead,” she says.  

Summary 

As we stop and reflect back again to the pioneers of 
radiology – our women heroes, you can ask yourself, 
what did all of these wonderful women in radiology 
have in common? There is actually no single 
denominator that unites them other than their inner 
desire to succeed. One surprising, yet dominant factor 
in the lives of many of these women was the 
prevalence and the importance of mentors. These 
women had both men and women who helped guide 
them in their careers, encouraging them to stay in the 
field of radiology and assisting them in their 
professional placement within the field. Throughout 
the research, there were comments made and 
documentation found that showed women had 
personally suffered in the field of radiology due to 
their gender. But these women overcame the odds and 
hurdles that was placed before them, and pressed hard 
to continue on with their hopes and dreams. Most of 
these women had normal professional lives according 
to the standards of the time. There were exceptions of 
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Teresa Quirante, R.T. (R) (M) (ARRT) is experienced in the field of 
medical imaging in many aspects. She has been a leader in 
mammography, consultation, quality control, applications, 
management, and sales. Due to the diversity of her experiences, 
Teresa also has written many articles, and has prepared and presented 
many continuing education activities with an array of interesting 
topics. 

course, like Alberta Hart, whose change of sexual 
identity helped her to fit into the profession better. And 
let’s not forget the women radiologists who set up a full 
radiation therapy department in the basement of their 
homes.  

I will agree with many of the printed journals that 
Elizabeth Fleischmann is one of my favorite women 
achievers. Here, we have a woman, who went out on 
her own, got her own x-ray equipment a year after 
Roentgen discovered it, taught herself how to use it, 
and opened up one of the first private offices in the 
United States. She had many of her radiographs 
published widely, and then died a horrible and lengthy 
death as a result of her amazing works and yet none of 
the radiology journals ever mentioned her.  

Some of the issues that were challenges for women 
years ago are still prevalent today. Balance with 
profession and family, equality in salary, adequate 
recognition, and the ability to advance within the 
profession are some of the few that have been cited. 
Most women have always had the strong desire to stay 
home and raise the family, being the homemaker and 
mother, while putting their careers on hold. To divide 
one’s time between home and a career is neither a right 
nor a wrong decision, just often a difficult one to make. 
There should be no feelings of guilt associated with 
either decision because both areas can be fulfilling and 
successful. 

Discovering the stories of these women and their great 
achievements in the field of radiology has been very 
rewarding. It is about time that we take a moment to 
look back on these women achievers who make up such 
an important part of the history of radiology and 
remember them today. 
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1. In the first half of the 20th century, women were  
devoted to what? 

A. professional careers 
B. a position in the hospital 
C. home, children, and family 
D. higher educational training 

2. Who was Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen's wife? 

A. Paula Chelius 
B. Anna Bertha Ludwig 
C. Cassie Belle   
D. Mary Monica 

3. Who tricked Massachusetts General Hospital 
into thinking that she was a man when she 
applied for residency by using her initials? 

A. M. Donovan 
B. M. Cushman Rice 
C. M. Curie 
D. M. Barfield-Carter 

4. Who bought her own x-ray equipment and 
opened her own x-ray laboratory in 1897 where 
she became well known for radiographing 
Spanish American War veterans? 

A. Elizabeth Fleischmann 
B. Edith Quimby 
C. Simone Laborde 
D. Sister Blandina 

5. Who discovered radium in 1898? 

A. Simone Laborde  
B. Marie Curie 
C. Irene Curie 
D. Gisela Poswik 

6. Who received the Star for Bravery in 1914 for 
managing the medical staff and x-ray department 
of a volunteer women's hospital unit during the 
first World War? 

A. Anabelle Davenport 
B. Paula Chelius 
C. Anna Hamann 
D. Florence Stoney 

 

7. Whose fingerprints were erased due to the 
handling of  radium, which made it difficult for 
her to prove who she was and why she was in 
the United States? 

A. Anna Hamann 
B. Martha Wichelhaus 
C. Elizabeth Fleischmann 
D. Anna Goldfeder 

8. Who laid the groundwork for the emerging field 
of nuclear medicine in 1943? 

A. Marie Curie 
B. Anna Bertha Roentgen 
C. Edith Quimby 
D. Gisela von Poswik 

9. Who was among the first group of women to 
own her own x-ray equipment and was also one 
of the first four women to become certified by 
the American Board of Radiology? 

A. Carye-Belle Henle 
B. Gisela von Poswik 
C. Marie Curie 
D. Sister Blandina 

10. Who was elected as the first woman president of 
the American Radium Society in 1935? 

A. May Cushman Rice 
B. Paula Chelius 
C. Simone Laborde 
D. Zoe Allison Johnston 

11. Who changed her sex and identity in order to get 
the social and professional acknowledgement 
that she felt she deserved? 

A. Simone Laborde 
B. Melson Barfield-Carter 
C. Alberta Lucille Hart 
D. Rieva Rosh 
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12. Who was radiology director of St. Mary's Hospital      
where she was known for her support of women 
with cervical cancer, providing numerous radium 
insertions, which over time caused her to lose 
some of her fingers? 

A. Mary Monica Donovan 
B. Leda Stacy 
C. Edith Hinkley Quimby 
D. Melson Barfield-Carter 

 
13. What was established to provide women help with      

situational law regarding the acceptance of women      
physicians as commissioned officers? 

A. Medical Women's National Association 
B. American Women's Hospital Service 
C. American Association for Women 

Radiologists 
D. Society for the Advancement of Women's 

Imaging 

14. Who was considered perhaps one of the first 
official women to head a radiology department in 
the United States? 

A. Marie Curie 
B. Alberta Hart 
C. Carye-Belle Henle 
D. Ruth Ingraham 

15. Who was the first woman radiologist in New 
Jersey? 

A. May Cushman Rice 
B. Simone Laborde 
C. Carye-Belle Henle 
D. Barbara Hunt 

16. Who was one of the most widely known and 
consulted authorities in the study of primary 
malignant bone tumors? 

A. Rieva Rosh 
B. Eleanor Montague 
C. Simone Laborde 
D. Suzanne Simon 

17. Who was known for her efforts in the treatment of      
breast cancer using radiation therapy? 

A. Elizabeth Fleischmann 
B. Suzanne Simon 
C. Florence Stoney 
D. Eleanor Montague 

 

 

 

 

18. Who was a radiation geneticist that worked at 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee exploring the effects of 
radiation damage? 

A. Anna Goldfeder 
B. Liane Russel 
C. Alan Hart 
D. Zoe Allison Johnston 

19. Who was arrested for supporting Jewish families 
in Germany and was sent to a concentration 
camp? 

A. Rieva Rosh 
B. Martha Wichelhaus 
C. Maria Werkenthin 
D. Gisela von Poswik 

20. Which female pioneer died at age 25 from 
handling radioactive elements? 

A. Maria Werkenthin 
B. Gisela von Poswik 
C. Anna Goldfeder 
D. Martha Wichelhaus 

21. What national group, formed in 1981, has 
changed the lives of many women over the past 
half century? 

A. Medical Women's National Association 
B. American Association for Women 

Radiologists 
C. Society for the Advancement of Women's 

Imaging 
D. Radiological Society of North America 

22. Who was the first woman president of the 
Radiological Society of North America? 

A. Helen Redman 
B. Zoe Allison Johnston 
C. Liane Russel 
D. Ruth Ingraham 

23. Who died from radiation illnesses from placing 
her hand behind the screen to control the degree 
of hardness of the x-ray? 

A. Martha Wichelhaus 
B. Paula Chelius 
C. Sister Blandina 
D. Maria Werkenthin 
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24. Who founded the Cancer Treatment and Research      
Center, and whose primary interest was the 
response of malignant tumors to radiosensitivity? 

A. Suzanne Simon 
B. Anna Hamann 
C. Florence Stoney 
D. Simone Laborde 

25. Who was the radiobiologist known for her 
methods of culturing human breast cancer cells? 

A. Anna Goldfeder 
B. Anna Hamann 
C. Eleanor Montague 
D. Suzanne Simon 

26. Most women who graduate from medical school 
enter into which field of practice? 

A. obstetrics & gynecology 
B. radiology 
C. pediatrics 
D. immunology 

27. All of the following are issues that were prominent 
for women years ago and are still prevalent today 
EXCEPT: 

A. balancing profession with family 
B. equality in salary 
C. exclusion from medical schools 
D. adequate recognition 

28. Who drove x-ray equipped cars and trained 
soldiers on x-raying the wounded during WWI 
with her mother? 

A. Irene Curie 
B. Marie Curie 
C. Madame Curie 
D. Eve Curie 

29. Who was the first female radiographic assistant 
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graduate of the Photographic School of the Lette 
Society? 

A. May Rice 
B. Sister Blandina 
C. Edith Quimby 
D. Paula Chelius 

30. What organization was founded in 1993 to 
develop diagnostic radiology subspecialties to be 
devoted to diseases unique to women? 

A. American Association for Women 
Radiologists 

B. Society for the Advancement of Women's 
Imaging 

C. Medical Women's National Association 
D. Radiological Society of North America 
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